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A Pad&type Approach to Non-classical 
Orthogonal Polynomials 
E. HENDRIKSEN AND H. VAN ROSSLIM 
By means of Pad6 methods. some systems of non-classical orthogonal 
polynomials are introduced. It is shown that these polynomials satisfy second order 
dilTcrential equations with polynomial coellicients. I IYkS Acadcmx Prw. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
There have been several attempts at a unified treatment of Pade tables in 
the sense of obtaining explicit expressions (or defining differential 
equations) for sets of Pade denominators or numerators for certain classes 
of functions. Hcrc WC focus our attention on some important results 
obtained by Pade [IO] in 1907. A result by Laguerre [4] in 1885 as 
generalized by Perron [ 111 is cited in our Proposition I. It contains Padt’s 
1907 result as a special case. 
In this section we consider mainly formal power series and polynomials 
in an indeterminate : with complex coeffkients and formal differentiation. 
P~owsrrro~ I ( Laguerre- Perron theorem ). Lrt the formal power .serics 
f(z) = z;- ,, c,,?’ (co # 0) ~finw~ul!,~ sali.~~~~~ the dlffireniial equation 
L,f'+ htf‘+ N=O, (1.1) 
whew L, M, and N ure polynomiul.s in z und L & 0. The Pudk denominutor 
V,,, to .f (p, 11 = 0, I,...) satisfies the d@rential equution (the “Laguerrc 
Pcrron dijferentiul equation”) 
LLO,,,. Viv + [(L’ - M) zOrc, - zL@I,,. - (p + v  - i.) LO,,.] 
x I’;,,. + H,,,. VI,,. = 0, (1.2) 
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where O,,, und H,,, ore polynomials in z with complex c.o&Yents und i is u 
non-negatioe integer. Olcv is dt$ned hi 
L( VI‘,. L;;,,. - UPY Vi,,.) + MV,,. (i,,, + NV;, = ? - v  %,,, , (1.3) 
where Cil,,.l Vlrr is the (p. 18 )-Padb upprosimunt to j: 
Remark I. If O,,‘. = O1 then no differential equation for VI”. follows from 
(1.2). Perron [ 11, p. 2511 shows that iff is not a rational function, then 
Olcr & 0 except when lim, *(, _ -M,!L is a negative integer in absolute value 
bigger than p + v - i.. (Here the limit is taken in the formal sense.) 
For a good account of this theory we refer to Perron’s well known book 
[I I]. There is a close connection between Pad6 approximants and 
orthogonal polynomials as set forth in the following 
LEMMA. Let (c,,);; (, he u semi-normal seyucwcv C$ complex numbers, i.e., 
ull determinants I c, , , _ k I ;I, = 0 (k = 0, l,...) d$ftv ,from zero. Then, the recerse 
Pads; denominators a,,, dejined h,. P,,,(z) = z” V,,,(z ’ ) where VI”. is the 
(p, v  )-Pad; denominator to f  ( \l,ith f( z ) = x,:= ,, c,, z” ) on u diugonal file 
v  = p + k in the ruble ,for .f  (k u ji’sed integer 2 - 1 ) form un orthogonul 
polynomial s?;:Ytem (OPS) w*ith respect to the (moment) sequence 
(( n+k . ,I;:=,, (V,,, ,(-I= 1). 
See, for instance, van Rossum [ 123. 
Orthogonality with respect to a sequence (c,,);-,, with Ic,+ ,I:;,=,, #O 
(n = 0, l,...) is defined as follows: 
Let R be a linear functional defined on the algebra P of polynomials in 
an indeterminate 2, with complex coefficients by Q(z”)=c, (n=O, I,...). 
The sequence (B,,),:. o is an OPS in P with respect to (L‘,,);=~ if 
Q[ B,(z). B,,,(z)] = 0. m #n. 
# 0, m = n. 
In view of the lemma, Proposition I can be recast in the following form. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let the moment sequence ( c,~);= (, he semi-normal. 
Assume that the moment generuting function f; gicen by f(i) = C,‘- ,, c,,?‘, 
,forma& satisfies the first order dtfferential equation with polynomiul co<f- 
ficients 
L.f’+hif‘+N=O (L&O). 
Then any element of the OPS, with (c,+~)~L~, us its moment sequence, 
satisfies a second order differential equution with polynomial coefficients. 
This holds for ecery integer k 2 0. 
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Remark 2. If (c,,),l-=, is semi-normal, then i = 0 in (1.2) and ( 1.3) for 
all non-negative p and V. 
An OPS such that every element satisfies a non-trivial second order dif- 
ferential equation with polynomial coefficients will be denoted by SOPS. 
In the special case of Proposition I considered by Pade [lo], the 
moments cn (n = 0, 1, 2....) satisfy a difference equation of the form 
(ct(‘+/%n)c,,+(r, +lI,n)c,,+, + “’ +(~,+lI,~)(.,,-,=Q (1.4) 
(n E N,, p a fixed non-negative integer) leading to an equation of type ( 1.1) 
for J‘(Z) = x,:= (, (.“z”. The special case p = I in ( 1.4) leads to 
/‘(z) = zF,(a; 1; c; z) apart from some modilications (Pad6 [lo]). If a and ( 
are real and not equal to zero, (‘ > a > - I and ; E C. then the reverse Padi 
denominators z”>F,( -n, -a - n; -c - 2n + I ; 2 ’ ) on the main diagonal 
of the Padt table for 2F,(a, 1; c; Z) arc the Jacobi polynomials orthogonal 
with respect to the weight function x”( 1 -x)‘ “ ’ on [0, 11. 
In a similar way the Lagucrrc polynomials are connected with the Pade 
table for ?F,(o, I; 2) (u > 0) and the generalized Bessel polynomials with 
the Pade table for ,F,( 1; c; Z) (c>O). Both table functions satisfy an 
equation of type ( I.1 ). 
Proposition II now applies and yields the well-known result that these 
classical OPS and the Bessel OPS are SOPS. We remark that it is easily 
shown that this also holds for the lacunary type of classical OPS such as 
Hermite and ultraspherical polynomials (compare [ 121). 
Recently in a number of papers (see for instance our refcrcnces [l- 3, 
5 8, 13, 143) new OPS were obtained from the classical ones by adding 
Dirac delta function(s) to the weight function at the endpoint(s) of the 
interval of orthogonality obtaining so-called classical-type polynomials. 
For instance Laguerre-type polynomials were introduced with weight 
function pS(x) + f~ ’ on [0, x: ) (/J 2 0), see [2]. For a more complete list 
see Section 2. 
Considerable work was done in some of these papers to show that these 
new OPSs also were SOPSs and to derive the explicit form and the second 
order differential equations they satisfy. 
WC show that in all cases considered, the adding of delta functions to the 
weight function of a classical OPS (i.e., a SOPS) results in a perturbation 
of the moment sequence of the classical OPS such that the new moment 
generating function again satisfies an equation like ( 1.1). But then any such 
new OPS is a SOPS because of Proposition II. 
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2 
Suppose that the moment sequence (yn)cEo is semi-normal. Let the 
moment generating function f, given by the formal power series 
f(z) = X3,“=” ;Jn=“, satisfy the linear differential equation of the first order 
A.J“+ Bf‘+ c’=O (2.1) 
where A, B, and C are polynomials. 
If ~(c)=,f(z)+ P(z)/Q(z) where P and Q are also polynomials then R 
satisfies 
Lg’+Mg+N=O (2.2) 
where L, M, and N are polynomials given by L = AQ’. A4 = BQ’, and 
N = CQ2 - A(QP’ - PQ’) - BPQ. 
Let P(;)/Q(z) =x.,“. o p,,? be a formal power series and c, = yn + pn 
(n =O, 1,2,...). Then (P,,),‘=~ can be regarded as a perturbation of the 
moment sequence (y,,),;-,). Let Q,,,V be the denominator of the Pade 
approximant [v/~]~ to the function g corresponding to the perturbed 
sequence (c,,):=O. Then, since ./ satislies (2.1) and since x,’ O~,,zn= 
P(z)/Q(z) is a rational function, I: satisfies (2.2) and Q satisfies the 
Laguerre-Perron differential equation (1.2). This differential equation is of 
order 2 if lim, .() (zB/A) is not a negative integer with absolute value 
>/A + \‘- E.. 
We consider the following special forms of P/Q. 
(a) Q = I and P = p. + p, z + + ok?. Only a linite number of the 
If 
1 
j’,, arc perturbed. Conversely every perturbation of only a finite number c 
moments can be obtained this way. The function g =f+ P satisfies (2.2 
with L = A, A4 = B. and N = C - AP’ - BP. If J is some real interval con 
taining 0, the moment problem 
-\ W(t) Jr = p,,, p,,=O if n>k (n=O, I,2 ,... ), 
has the distributional solution 
where 6”’ is thejth derivative of the Dirac function. 
Only if k = 0 does this moment problem have a “classical” solution. 
(b) P = i. + K; and Q = I - z’, i, K E C. Now we have 
pn = i. for n even, 
=h- for n odd. 
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The moment problem 
I 
! 
r”ll/(r)dr=p, (n = 0, I,...), 
J 
on some interval containing [ - 1, I ] has the solution 
i)(f)= f(i+k.)d(f- l)++(&h.)&f + 1). 
If K = 0 (resp. i. = 0), then only the even (resp. odd) moments are pertur- 
bed. !f i = K (resp. i. = -K) we require only 1 E J (resp. - 1 E J) and pn = i. 
(resp. p,=(-!)“i.) (n=O, 1,2 ,... ). 
The function g =f + P/Q satisfies (2.2) with L = (1 -z’)’ A, M = 
(1 -z’)~B, and N=(! -c2)2C-(~+2i.z+~z2)A-(1 -z’)(i+Kz)B. 
Now we restrict ourselves to perturbations of type (a) with k = 0 and 
type (b) which arc non-negative, i.e., in case (a) polo and p, = 0 
(j= !,2,...), and in case (b) i,, KER and 06 1k.i di. This has the con- 
sequence that if the unperturbed moment problem 
.r f” da( I ) = jln (n = 0. 1, 2 ,... ). 
has a non-decreasing solution (T, then the perturbed moment problem 
4[f’2i~ff)=c, tn=O. 1,2,...) 
also has a non-decreasing solution 4, and the perturbed moment sequence 
(c,,);=~ is a Stieltjes sequence if (T has infinitely many points of increase. 
From the fact every classical OPS has a non-negative weight function it 
follows that non-negative perturbations of type (a) with k = 0 and typ (b), 
and of course non-negative combinations thereof, yield new OPS. Every 
classical OPS consists of reversed Pade denominators on some diagonal in 
the Pade table of a forma! power series /’ which satisfies a differential 
equation of the form (2.1) being such that hm, ..,) (zB/A) is not a negative 
integer. The non-negative perturbations mentioned above yield new power 
series, say g, satisfying differential equations of the form (2.2) such that 
lim, .0 (zM;L) is not a negative integer. Hence the denominators Q,,V of 
the Pade approximants [v/p], to g satisfy non-trivia! Laguerre Perron dif- 
ferential equations. Substitution of Q,.,(z) = ?‘Q,,.,(z ‘) and replacing z by 
2-I shows that the QpV satisfy again non-trivia! homogeneous linear dif- 
ferential equations of the second order with polynomial coefficients. Hence 
for k = -1, 0, 1, 2 ,... the new OPS (&l,+k );=,, are SOPS. In particular the 
OPS of Table I arc SOPS. 
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TABLE I 
Orthogonal Polynomial Systems 
OPS Interval Real weight functions 
Lagucrre-type 
Jacobi-type 
Legendre-type 
Krall polynomials” 
Koornwinders’ generalization 
of the Jacobi polynomials 
LO. x. 1 e ‘+p6(0 
ro3 11 (I O”-pci(r) 
L-l. II ?+~cs(r-l)-f6(r+I) 
L-I. I] Trj.,b(c- I)+h-,&r+ I) 
r t.t1 (I .- !)“(I +0” 
+i.,d(r- 1)-h-,&r+ I) 
Norm. Here z, /j > I. 7 > 0 and I,, i , . hI 2 0. 
(’ Obviously the Legendre-type OPS is a special case of the Krall OPS. 
3 
In this section we consider only perturbations of type (a) with k = 0 and 
we give an application to the Laguerre polynomials which leads to the 
Laguerre-type polynomials. We derive the explicit form of the Laguerre- 
type polynomials and corresponding second order differential equations. 
Application of perturbations of type (b) for instance to the Jacobi 
polynomials on the interval [ - 1, 1 ] is much more complicated. but can be 
done in essentially the same way. We give the computations in considerable 
detail. 
Let the moment sequence (yn);lllo be semi-normal and let j‘(z)= 
Ix;-- 0 i’,, 3” denote a formal power series. Let (cn);, o be the perturbed 
moment sequence given by cg = y0 + p and cn = y,, for tr = 1, 2,..., and sup- 
pose K(Z) =f(z) + p. We assume that (c,,);=” is again semi-normal and we 
denote the denominators of the Pad6 approximants [V/P], to/‘and [v/~],~ 
to g by I’,,,\. and Q,,,‘., respectively. For the Toeplitz determinants 
associated with the sequences (;,),{ (, and (c,,);, (, we use the notation 
7, *I .* it I ... iv,, 
*I . .I 
A,,,,. = 
Iv+1 ;‘t i 1 ,I t I (p. \’ = 0, 1, 2 . . . . ). ., .., . . . 
.* I,‘+,! ;‘r+,,- I ... 1, 1% 
with ;‘,=O if i<O, A ,,, = 1 (r=O, 1, 2 ,... ). and 
(‘, cv, ..’ (‘v -,I 
Dp,‘.= c,., I cr .‘. (‘1, ,I+ I 
(P, v=o, 1, 2 ,... 1, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(‘v+p (‘e+,c I . . c )’ 
C, = 0 if i < 0, and D ,,,, = 1 (V = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
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Now we have by [ 11, p. 243, Theorem 5.63 
and a similar expression for Q,,” (p, v = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
It follows that 
243 
1, 2,...), 
(-- l)@ D,, I,lc 1 Q,,,- l(z) = 
YP ... Yo 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
= 
Yzp-I ..’ yp-l 
1 . . . -TP 
..,............... 
C&-l ... cp-’ 
1 . Z” 
0 . 0 P 
C p+1 ..’ c2 Cl 
+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
czp-1 ... cp C P-1 
1 . . . zP-’ ZP 
Y p+l “. Y2 
=(-l)~ld,_,,,-lv,,,~,(z)+(-l)~p 1,~;“;::“;~‘~’ 
P P 
1 . . . zP-’ 
=(-l)“~,,-l,,~l~,,,..l(z)+(-l)“P(--1)~~’~~~2,~~~~1,~~z), 
(p = 1, 2,...). 
If z=O this gives 
D fi- ~,p- I = A,- l,r-I+(-l)“~‘pA,~,,,, (P = 1, L... L (3.1) 
hence 
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and 
0 ,,., 1 ,(;)==lrQ,t.,, I(= ‘1 
A p- 141 I L‘ ,(2)+(-l)” ‘PA,, -2.,,=p,, I.,‘(‘) = 
A,, I./I , + ( - 1 I” ’ P A,, 2.p 
(p = 1. 2 ,... ). (3.3) 
Wealsoput Q,,.,=V,,, ,=l and A -D I. I- -1. l. I- 
In (3.2) Q,,, _ ,(z) is expressed as a linear combination of the u_npertur- 
bed Pade denominators V,,,,, ,(;I and v,, ,.J--) and (3.3) gives Q,., ,(=) 
as a function of the polynomials vi,,,, ,(z) and p,, ,,,,(z). both belonging 
to orthogonal polynomial systems associated with the upperturbed 
moment sequence (Y,,),/-~~. Now, in order to obtain the Laguerrc-type 
polynomials, we apply the foregoing to.f(c) = x,: ,) n! 2” and we take p > 0. 
Hence ;I,, = n! (n = 0. 1. 2 ,... ) and c,) = ;‘() + p and c,, = ;‘,, (n = 1, 2 ,... ). Then 
we have 
V,,,,,+,(z) = Ly h ‘l(z) (p=O, I, 2 ,...; p= -1. 0, l,... ), (3.4) 
where L,, ‘JJ+ ‘j(z) is the manic Laguerre polynomial given by 
L;+“(+-l)“p! -f (- 
k-0 
-1,(“:“;‘)&i (3.5) 
Since p >, 0 both sequences (y,,),: ,) and ((~,I ),’ ,) are Stieltjcs sequences and 
. 1 ,a + I ;‘I> I I 7,‘ 
L 
.,(+,(-I)” .: ;....... ;:.“.: ,.... . 
(3.6) 
,I 1.1’ I p i 2,‘ 1 ,’ I I, + ,’ 
-,I . I 
Taking z = 0 in (3.6) and (3.5) we get by (3.4) 
A,1 L’l+p+l=(P+P+ I)! 
A,, (p+l)! 
(p=O, I,2 ,... ;p= -1.0, I ,... ). (3.7) 
1.P -1. p 
From the orthogonality of ( v,,,,, + ,,); o with respect to the functional Sz,, , , 
defined by Sz,,, r(zk)=yA, ,,+, (k = 0, 1, 2,...) and the orthogonality of 
(L;+ I);=, on [0, cc) with weight function r ‘tpf ’ we obtain 
(-W,.,,+,+I=~ 
A,, - 
r+ ,(=“q$., +/A=)) 
I++ P 
- 7. 
= 
J 
(L’P+‘y[))2e ‘[“+’ 
P dr=p!(p+p+ I)! 0 
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so 
A P.P + P - ’ 
A,, 
= ( - 1)” p! (1 + p + I)! (p=O, I,2 ,... ;p= -l,O, I ,... ). (3.8) 
14 A p 
Using (3.7) and (3.8), it follows from 
that 
A, z.,, A,, 244 A,‘ 1.14, I “,A ~.jc 
A,, _ I.,, , =A,, I.,,- I A,, 1.u A,, 1.11 I 
Now (3.3) gives 
A ,’ 2./c 
A,, 
= ( - 1 )” - ‘p. (3.9) 
1.P I 
(3.10) 
and with (3.5) we get 
which is, with R = l;y, just the manic version of the explicit form of the 
Laguerre-type polynomials as it can be found in [9]. 
It is easy to show now that Q,,,, , has the representation 
0 ,,,,, ,(-)=‘r:‘jl~!2F2(-“;‘~“l~) 
’ ,I 
where r,,=l +(ic’+,)p. 
It is well known that a hypergeometric series of the form zFz satisfies a 
homogeneous linear differential equation of the third order with 
polynomial coefficients. 
However, we have seen in Section 2 that Qfi.,, , satisfies the Laguerre 
Perron differential equation, which is of the second order. Substitution of 
op., - , (2) = zkQ/i.,, ,(z ‘) and changing from 2 to z ’ yields that Q1,,, , 
also satisties a second order differential equation. 
We conclude this section with the derivation of the Laguerre-Perron dif- 
ferential equation for the polynomials Q,,, _ , . For fixed but arbitrary ,u we 
write also 
Q,,,, ,(z)=ho+h,z+ ... +b,,z”. 
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It is easy to see that g(z) = p + C,“=0 n! zn satisfies (formally) 
22g’(z)+(z-1) g(z)+ 1 +p-pz=o (3.12) 
and it follows that Q,,,- I satisfies the Laguerre-Perron differential 
equation ( 1.2) 
ZLO II,~-,Q~,,~,+C(L’-M)z~,,,,~,-zL~I,,~,-(2~--I) 
x L@,, -- 11 Q;,, ~ 1 + H,,, - I Q,,, I = 0, (3.13) 
where L=z2, M=z- 1, and N= 1 +p-pz. 
Notice that A = 0 by the normality of (c,);==, since p 3 0. 
The polynomial O,,U i satisfies 
(3.14) 
where P,,,- I/Q,,,- I = CP - UPI,. 
If we assume that P,,,- i/Q,,,-, - g = C,“=O d,z2P +“, then it follows 
easily from (3.14) and (3.12) that 
O,,,p,=Q;,,p, L f (n+2p)d,z”+zM f dnz” 
?I=0 II=0 > 
and since L = z2 and M = z - 1, we get 
O;,p- ,(O) = -do. 
Comparing degrees in (3.14) yields deg O,,, ~, < 2, hence O,,, _ , is of the 
form 
with 8, = -do. 
It follows from [ 11, p. 243, Theorem 5.61 that do = (- l)P- ’ 
D,,,lD,- ~,p- 17 so 
and from (3.14), comparing coefficients of z*!-‘+ ‘, we get 
(3.15) 
t12= -pb$ (3.16) 
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Comparing degrees in (3.13) gives deg H,,, _ , d 3 and it is easily seen 
that H,,, ,(O) = H;,, ,(O) = 0, hence H,,, , is of the form 
H p.p , =h,z2+h,z3, h,, h, E R. 
Equating to zero the coefficients of Z’ and 2” +’ in (3.13) yields 
h2= -O,h, and h, = 02p(p + 1). (3.17) 
From the explicit form of the Laguerre-type polynomials (3.11) we obtain 
h =(-W/J! 
Ir 
1 +w 
and h,= - &(p+P(p*- 1)). (3.18) 
Furthermore by (3.1) we have 
D Ic.P A,.,+(-lYPA,-I.,.1 
D,-,., ,=A,,-,,, ,+(-I)” ’ ~A,,-24 
A,,.,lA, - I+ , + ( - 1 Y P(A, ,.r+,/A,. ,.,,)(A,-l.,/A, 1.,-l) = 
1+(-1)~-‘~A,,..z.~lA,..1,,-~ 
and using (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) we obtain 
D P.P 
D, 1.p I 
=(-l)+$(l +(,U+ 1)p). 
Now combination of (3.15). (3.19), (3.16), and (3.18) gives 
(3.19) 
(1, = w2 -(l +b+ l)P) and 
l+w 
and combination of (3.17) (3.18), and (3.20) yields 
/.l! 2 
h2= l+/Ip ( > pCp+(2p’+p- UP+(P3+P2-P- l)P21 
and 
Thus we have found 
0 ILid 1 = ( 1 
([1+(2/J+ l)c,+/++ 1bl=-P2~ 1 +“1, * 
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and 
so the Laguerre-Perron differential equation is completely known. 
Evidently substitution of &, ,(z)=zlrQl,.,, ,(z-‘) and replacing I by 
z ’ yields the second order differential equation for the Laguerre-type 
polynomials, mentioned in [9] with R= l/p. 
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